RED FLAGS
Warning Signs of the Sexual Exploitation of Children

FRONT DESK
Be vigilant of situations where you observe multiple indicators listed below:

- Someone other than guest rents the room, checks in without luggage, then leaves
- Guest lacks appropriate ID
- Room is paid for in cash or rechargeable credit card
- Guests have no or few personal possessions carried in small or plastic bags
- Dominating, older, non-related adult speaks for minor
- Minor has no spending money, or ID, but may have expensive cell phone or other items
- Minor wears skimpy or provocative clothing, sometimes with slogans such as “Daddy’s Girl” or clothing inappropriate for the weather
- Minor comes on to men in the lobby, or requests money or food from strangers
- Minor is hyper-vigilant; seems fearful or hostile; won’t make eye contact
- Minor has tattoos of names or nicknames reflecting ownership, often on the back of the neck, underarm or ankle
- Minor takes on adult rules such as paying the bill or requesting services
- Minor is with guest on school nights or during school hours
- Group of underage girls hang around the lobby or parking lot

What to Do if You Suspect Trafficking or the Sexual Exploitation of Minors

- NEVER directly interfere with victim or suspect
- Notify the manager or other in-house supervisor
- Report your concern to County Human Trafficking Liaison or the Human Trafficking Hotline at 1-888-3737-888
- Call 911 if the risk of injury, violence, or aggression appears to be imminent